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Flash Companion eLearning Studio

So you need to create SCORM or AICC conformant courseware quickly that is easy to update and maintain? Let Flash Companion eLearning Studio™ do all of the heavy lifting for you.

- Instructional designers can create courses without needing to know a complex authoring tool
- Easily update the course through a simple interface
- Quickly integrate with any SCORM or AICC conformant LMS, including the ClickCourse LMS
- Flash-based courses should work in almost any major browser without modifications
- Create quiz questions through external text files
- Trim down the storyboarding phase of most projects and storyboard right in the authoring environment—no copying/pasting necessary!
- Because you receive the source code, options to customize are limitless
- Many more...
- Creates interactive courses through an easy-to-use template-based system
- Integrates easily with other Flash-based content creation tools such as Swish, Camtasia, and Captivate
  - Supports context-sensitive glossary terms
  - Displays optional audio transcript
  - Course content is based on external XML files
  - Fully conformant with the SCORM 1.2 standard
  - Complies with AICC standards
  - Produces Macromedia Flash-based courseware
  - Quiz Creator module supports eight different XML-based quiz objects
  - Comes with an starter template pack that includes all you need to start creating courseware in minutes
  - Many more...

Flash Companion eLearning Studio includes:

- Flash Companion Player Toolkit*
- Flash Companion Course Creator Module
- Flash Companion Quiz Creator Module
- Flash Companion Starter Template Set

www.rapidintake.com
ClickCourse Suite™ is a total e-learning solution that is instructionally sound, easy to use, standards-based, and won't break the bank.

ClickCourse Suite includes:

- A 1-user license to Flash Companion eLearning Studio™
- A server license for unlimited users to the CleanCourse Development Management System (DMS)™
- A Level 1 license to the ClickCourse Learning Management System (LMS)™ (Level 1 = 1-100 LMS users, Level 2 = 101-999, Level 3 = 1000-1999, Level 4 = 2000+)
- 1 year email-based technical support